June 3rd to 6th, 1998

Thursday June 4

11am to 12noon. - Invited Address John Berry will present Culture and Human Behaviour:
Why Canadain psychology needs to engage cultural diversity.

IC-CP Section Symposium

Psychology and First nations

12:00 - 2:00 pm in Salon 17 / 18

Ruth Turner A medicine wheel analogue of post traumatic stress disorder
Mary Clearing-Sky Inter-Generational grief, loss and healing
Keith James The importance of merging tradition with creativity and innovation
Jann Derrick Conceptualisation of European and Native life perspectives and their relevance to psychological theory and practice
Paul Gronnerud Collaboration between Psychology and Aboriginal communities

~

The IC-CP Section Business meeting

Will be held following the symposium, at 2 pm in Salon 17 / 18
The International / Cross-Cultural Psychology Posters

Will be displayed on day from :00 to :00 in the poster area.

(This site has been constructed and maintained by Randal G. Tonks (e-mail or home page). Comments and suggestions are encouraged)